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ABSTRACT
The techniques of rearreugement and disarrangement have been used
to alter the normal relationship between an observer and his auditory
or visual environment.

In general, rearrangement leads to orderly ad-

aptation of perceptual-motor performance, while disarrangement leads to
degradation of performance.
This experiment was an auditors rerrangement.

Sub4,cts' judgment$

of auditory direction were displ"ad laterally by means of a highfidelity pseudophone that effectively rotated the interaural axis
through a 20 degree horizontal angle.

After exposure sessions that con-

sisted of walking repeatedly toward a fixed sound source for 20 minutes,

two of the four experimental subjects demonstrated significant shifts
averaging 6 degrees in their judgments of auditory direction.

The shifts

partially compensated for the error of localization produced by the pseudophone.

The shifts in localization are discussed in terms of the nature of
the exposure situation and the factors that are likely to be responsible
for compensation.

a

One way to study the relationship betveen the percipient

human observer and his external world is to alter that relationship
and observe the consequent changes in perception anM behavior.

Such

alterations may be produced by interposing appropriate devices between the observer and his sense stimulating envirorment.

Because

both vision and audition utilize environmental cues to guide spatially oriented behavior, they are particularly suited to this type

of experiment.

3
Re.Pcarrang&ement

and_ di sarrangemrent.

titypi12r½. stimuluz siuainsry
Psychoie-ists sincle

HRetrMhutz

to perceptual alteratin..,s
wisze

l'crt

in

.ffer-ed

(i6

....923

f. r

these

in

way
ays.

have described adaptta'o,.ni

created by i-nverting,

the viual. field.

n expy-lnation

be clIassi 4fied

rev-'rsing,

or other-

hý!d and Free-man (1963)

have

a"an""÷.ons inferred from do.cnastra-

tixns that the perceptual changes which occur are contingze.-t
c-_:nditions.-_f movement during atypical exposure.

Sensory feedback de-

pendent upon self-induced motor activity 'of the observer,

afference by v.n Hoist (1951),

upo.;n the

called re-

is required for any large perceptual

afteraeion to ULCIA.

The visual experiments of HeimhsItz (192h-1925)
(1897),

iye Kolher (1953),

Smith and Smith (19(2),

Stratton

Taylor (1962),

and

Held before 1960 fall into the cat.egry desig.nate- as rearran.ement.
"A rearrangement,
the eyes,

such as is

or by pseudc-h.2-nes,

effected either ly wedge prisms beft re
transfarms the -elation between Mctcr

output and sens-.ory feedback in an isomorphic,
dependent manner"

(held & Freenanr,

displace tne visual fild

the rart•s within the fi.lJ
between m.vezent
stiil

be srccif

FAr example,

1.96-.

with retspec.t
are preserved,

continuous,

and time inwedge prisms

tY

eye,

an.

a Dne-to-one relationship

.n' c-ntingent chaengen in

but the relations of

f.edback stimulation may

Adartat.-:. t% tnis Kint
-.

'L4 change would uake the

form of a comp-ernsatory shift in .... vements.
Disarrafng
trniucint

elnt,

on the atth.r natId, uay be effected by in-

a• aime-varyin,, factor int-

the Ie'

4back loop; there results

a decorrelaticn between rov-nent and the resultingý sensory changes,

a

.,cC~rr [-:tin bttwccen trITrr,
':.• [,: r . .,.•.:
",

,

A n:..ber
1:urt, i.

Tn Zi

e..ithe.r ,;i:

Sev%.ral

correcti,:n
rr-nvA.

,1uiit'.U

rv

r .afferent signals.

•n'

i.bi,'uit•,,

.rr.n.,:n.t

a

iz

ht.

ihis

efferent-rvafferent

xj.rinents 1bave been re-

L ..
!i.v
t,

,

pr.rduce ri,:ht-left reverI receivinig trumet on

n~'t.1 c, rectLd by rubber tubins, tc the rppcsite Qar.

.'~
*n,_

I[ny,

ne ,-::•:-

Y.uup ,

a

t (,~t~r)

1f cx' ,zur.:

in the zi-rnal environment Jid not ircduce any

T' thcvruvrsai .r

f.ny

Visible sofund scurct.s

their iuditory 1-,catiuzns.

:fturerffect when the pseudiophone was
Jid no,t seem to be dissociated froL,

Willey,

In#,lii,

and Pierce (1937)

usint;

simi.Irr tquipcxcnt c:n.!,id'&: that !,r,lini.-ed exposure t.c the reversal did

not lt.ad t(. reor,,anizati,,n :1' tht- %ulit.ry-visua! relationship, but
that the auditory cues f(.r the I-,cttin (:f seen objects did seen to be
represosd.
Held (195i ) r.utatc"
220.

Aftur 60

rmin.

(01"

th,

expvourv

>hSsorver's uffuctive Intera.ural

axis

!urin., w:ieh the observer walked in re-

lati n t'; fixed -.,iursd sourcs, c .rr,.-tivt shifto of up to 100 in his
apparentt rudito-y mid-line wr, :,,,
e.'tly e,,mp•rabLc

exT,erir4Lmnta!i

tithu(!h a variety of appar-

'

o ndlt.

is w.,-rv used,

the .nly effective

ones wirt,: th-.se In which the. ,b•crv.~r walk,-d directly toward .,r away
frn= thL sound so.,urces.
,r

There were n ,

fer restricted r.ovement,

centre1s for passive movement,

with equivalent otimulation.

Frted-me.n hMs rep,-rted u nerics
,xperinerts

(Freedman k Pfaff,

]v)i,

Xf auditory disarrangement

1962; Freedman & Secunda,

196,2;

Best Available Copy

Freedman & Zacks,

1964) dezcnstratinMg the importance of sensory-

motor interaction in the deterloration of dichotic time difference
discrininat ion which is basic to auditory l:--'ization.
ous movement conditions,

Under vari-

observers were exposed to continuous white

noise generated by separate, equivalent sources supplying the two
ears through earphones.

Normally, there are unique relationships be-

tween interaural time, ph"ase, and intensity differences on the one
hand and positions or movements of the observer on the otherý

Listen-

ing to any sound through earphones destroys these systematic relationships.

Furthermore,

active movement of an observer vhile listening

to dichotic white noise would result in many interaural differences
occurring simultaneously with any particular movement instead of the
normally correlated changes.

Efferent-reafferent

relatiomships should

become less precise with more variable perceptual performance as a consequence.
C.

The present experiment.
T"his experiment involved auditory rearrangement.

Subjects'

interaural axes were rotated through fixed and constant angular distances; they were then exposed to a fixed sound source, and the resultant shifts in auditory localization were measured.
from that of Held (1955)
lus conditions:

The method differs

in its closer approximation to natural stimu-

artificial pinnae were attached to the microphones of

a high-fidelity pseudophone,

and exposure took place in an ordinary ex-

nerimental room rather than in an anechoic chanber.
Our aim was not primarily to isrlate the critical factors in
this type of adaptation,

but t; develop the technique for use in further

studies of sensorimotor plasticity and intersensory phenomena.
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II.

A.

THE EXPERIMENT

Hypothesis.

Subjects whose judgments of auditory direction are displaced
laterally by a pseudophune will demonstrate compensatory shifts of
localization after walking directly toward a fixed sound source for
extended period of time.

.1:

The auditory median plane will shift in the

direction of the constant error produced by the pseudophone.
as an aftereffect with the pseudophone undisplaced,

Measured

the shift will cause

an error opposite the direction of the original displacement.

B.

Equipment

Figure 1 shows the components of the sound system.

Bruel and

Kjaer condenser microphones (Type 4133) with cathode followers (Type
2615) and microphone power supplies (Type 2801) were connected across
500-ohm Borg Micropot potentiometers with digital dials tc the two-channel
amplifier (United Research,

Inc., Driver LHi-3).

The amplifier drove a

pair of condenser earphones (United lesearch, Inc.).

Insert Figure 1 about here

-c7

5.co,
I3C

-•0

iý
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The nicr•,-hones
ýt tf

were nountc,

in

artificial

pinnae on the ends

,/4 inch rul which c.uld rztate ;n a small circular platform

and uv fixei in any pusiti,.n.
nurked at t) dt,:rccv

intervals to

., jcnlt- ,,n the base of the platform was
5 dc-rees on each side

if

be alignt&! with the m(ediin plane of the subject's head.
was bolted ttaI:-d t,

- stecl plate curved t.- fit

th,- bottom of this head,'late.

att enuntir,-: t•_armuffs

(Noisefce Mark II

the head.

a point to
The platform

A cushion was

Thu headband of a pair of soundEDr

Protectors,

Mine Safety

Appliances,C0).,

1:. HB-8221-1)

the headplate.

With the platform and headplate bolted together the

fit between the circular platform and

headband was held firmly in position.
construction.

Fig'ure 2 shows details of this

Figure 3 showa (Lsubject wearing the pseudophone in

its

normal and displaced positions.

Innert Figures 2 and 3 about here

Thu earlphones were held in r.sition with modeling clay shaped
to fit

the subject's pinnae.
The entIre experiment was conducted in

a room about 13 1/2

feet by 7 feet.

All fc(ur walls and the ceiling, were of acoustic tile.

The localizatiun

test scale extended across .,no of the end walls,

five fect from the flovr.

about
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The localization test scale forn'ec a 60 degree arc of a
circle with a radius of 81 inches.

it

and marked at 1 1/2 O-erree intervals.
subject sat in

was numbered at 3 degree intervals
During the test

procedure the

a rotating chair at the center of the circle.

A buzz

composed of an 0.01 ms pulse every 6.3 rs was the test stimulus (about
160 pulses per second).

It

was produced by a Tektronix 162 Waveform

Generator and presented through a Perroflux PDR-8 earphone,
be placed behind any of the numbered positions on *he scale.

which could
A pushbutton

operated by the subject sounded the stimulus continuously as long as

the button was depressed.
C.

Subjects and training.
The subjects were four male Harvard and Tufts undergraduates

with no known hearing defects.

Their ages ranged from 17 to 20 years.

Each was given a series of preliminary tests of localization
without the pseudophone.

The criterion far initial

acceptance was a

standard deviation of + 3 legrees or less on two of the last three tests
given without corrective feedbatck.
Each subject also had one or two series of trainine tests with
the pseudophone,

undisplaced und displaced to the left and right.

consistently performed with a jtannard deviation of +

Each

4.5 degrees or

less and a mean error betwuen 15 and 25 deereev when the pseudophone
was displaced 20 degrees.

D.

Instructions and test procedure.
Instructions for the test during the experimental session were

uniform in

3irecting the subject to turn his head and body to face the

12
stimulus befrru
half-unit (]

,pcninrn

1/2 degrees).

left and riTht siues
center.

Th

the stimulus.

hio cytfs.

Judgmeunts were given to the nearest

t'timuli were zelected alternately from the

;I* the .ccio within a ratnge

subject oat facinc the center before each presentatiton of
A cumplet~e test consisted of ten consecutive jtdMients,

fo.r which the mean t-nd standard deviation

E.

Ex•posure

.,f 15 degrees from the

-,f the errors were calculated.

sessio.n.

Each subject had twt
with the left ear

teaiinrl

expnsure sessions on different days,

once

by 200 and once with the right ear leading by

20
The fcllowing, sequence was used for each exposure session:
1. Balancinp intensity:

With the microphone platform mounted

separately st, the stimulus speaker was equidistant from the two microphe'nes,

the subject listened throu.Ih the earphones and balanced the

intensities :f the two sides by adjustint, the potentio;,'eter dials until
the sound appeared to be centercd.

The averatge of six successive adjust-

ments was then set on the dials for the remainder of the session.
2. Pre-test:
in

its

normal position,
3.

Exposure:

Wearing the pseudophone with the interaural axis
the subject tciok the localization test.
The roim was darkened except for two tiny lights

nn the end walls; the speaker was concealed at one end directly beneath
ine of the lights.

Tektronix 162 Waveform Generators produced the stimu-

lus buzz continuously for the first four seconds of every ten second
period.

With the pseudophone axis displaced 20 degrees to the left

or

ri"Lt ,

t,w)

ti.,

:,u~jct wa:
,,iri,'

t5,

in,, wrt-,,n it

W-,-

"ch~n< t,.

th!(

cfnd

,,•,•c

tý,

';ilut.

walk

ztrait!ht
s
path between the

wtirmuu:,it
while

t,,wrl the

was sounding and return-

Htv w::u to kcei, hir, he-ad facin',: forward while ap-

utimuLm

Xf ttt

•tu,:ri

r::;truc'td

a,:.

ut

t.: turn until the --- und had stopped.

rk..turn tri-, ht7. was t

turn arnd be re:-.dy to be:gin the next

ýv:f,.re th_ ntimuluu had :;tarted.

In thl:; way the ,-nly motion

while the stimu'lu": s3,tzridcd watu directlY toward it.

•':Ls cjnntnlcod

f,,r

This procedure

10 riinutes.

It. Post-test:

turned on

At

At the

.nd of the exposure period the lig:hts were

tnd the subject had anzther lNicalization test with the nseudo-

phone axis in the normal position.

F,. Computation.
The. difference between the mean error of the pre-test and that
O•f the post-test wats taken as a measure of the shift in localization
produced

by the expsnure cundition.

III.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Table 1 shows tht, amount ,-f shift in legrees and the standard
deviations ,,f rru-test and post-tczt for each of the eight experimental
sessions.

Plus (+)

indicates shifts to the right; minus (-)

indicates

shifts to the left.

Insert Table 1 about here

Best Available Copy
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H

0
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+1

+1
Cu

+1

4,44.)

9)4i
00-

CM,

LAHC

0

0

+

C

+1

+1
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Two of the four subjects (FE and MH)
each condition.

shifted significantly in

With the other two subjects (IMH and JMB) shifts were

smaller than the individual standard deviations and no larger than shifts
sometimes observed between two consecutive tests in

training.

The Wilcoxon Matched-pairs Signed-ranks Test (one-tailed) was
used to estimate the significance level of these shifts.
FE and MH p was

<

O.C25 for every condition.

values are shown in Table 2.

Insert Table 2 about here

For subjects

These probability

16
!y in

Table 2

were

SIGNIFICANCE OF SHIFTS

shifts

) was

Subject

Exposure
Conditiona

Amount of shift

A

+ 3.90

B

-

A

+ 5.90

p<

B

-

p <0.005

Probability
of rejectionb

ect s
y

p< 0.

02

5

FE

9.60

p K0.005
0

.O1

MH
.80

a

A = left

ear leading; B = right ear leading

b

Wilcoxon Matched-pairs Signed-ranks test, one tailed
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IV.

DISCUSSION

of tile exposure cnditiun.

.,,a're

Rotation of the interaural axis with a pseudophone produces
a lateral error in audirory loca.lization toward the side of the lead-

"inrear aiid equal to the anGle of rotation.
rearrangement affects localization judgments.

Figure 4 shows how this
The broken lines are S's

noirmal interaural axis and median plane, while the solid lines are the
interaural txis and auditory median plvie determined by the pseudophone.
Normally the auditory median plane and perceived "straight ahead" coincide; a sound source that rroduc!•!

no interaural time and intensity dif-

ferences is correctly locali±ed in the median plane of the head.
displacing pseudph.'a,e, iio.tever,

a sound source which produces no

.nterauraldifferences is not in the median plane of the head.
the pseudophone ic rotated 20 degrees counterclockwise,
.Ii-tory median plane 20 rlegrees to the left.

a

In Figure

shifting the

As a result, sounds are

;erzoived 20 decrees to the right of their actual positions.
,

With

For ex-

source at A, in the t.uditory median plane, is heard at
,n

J, in the u-d:i.r p..ae of the head.
ieard 20 d,

e

to l•

rijht,

Similarly, a sound source at B is

at C.

Insert figure 4 about here

lhl

e,p
ex

.tr.,al

ex.posure condition involved walking straight

t:,ward a sound Eourc2 in the median plane of the head.
2•
)&

shown in Figure 2.

When S is at position (1),

This situation

(he apparent pesition

a sound soui'ce at A is displaced to B!. As S moves to position (2),

es

A

is

the
phone.
..

zoinf-

•
iDA
'

ME"A

PLANE

OF TH

HEAD

AMIUTORI
Sdi
PLANE

4ith

Figure
the

areA
NOMIAL"

L

INTER&UR& I
AXlS"-

at

-

.(-R

3 is

PSEUDOPHONE
INTERAURAL

AXIS

Lght
iion

onu"RE 4.

PSEJOPHCKIC DISPkIACENT OF AUDITORY
LOCALIZATION.

t ion

(2),

I
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the anpular displacement remains constant,

but as the distance between

S and A decreases, this anele intercepts a shorter arc, shifting the
apparent position to B2 .

Figure 6 shows that the interaural time dif-

ference remains approximately constant as S approaches A.

The lines P

and PR are the paths of sound from A to the left and right ears of the
pseudophone.

The differencc between the lengths of the two paths is

sponsible fukr the interaural time difference,

re-

and this path difference

remains nearly constant as S walks toward A.

Insert Figures 5 and 6 about here

What appeared to happen after exposure is

that sound sources

producing some range of time differences between zero and the constant
time difference present during exposure were Judged straight ahead.
This partially compensated for the error caused by the pseudophone.
Prolonged exposure might lead to ccmplete compensation:
source which is

the sound

straight ahead would be judged straight ahead despite

the displacement of the pseudophone.

When the pseudophone was returned

to the normal position, the time difference which was perceived as straight
ahead came from sound sources located on the side opposite the direction
in wblich sounds were originally displaced by the pseudophone.

This was

measured as the aftereffect.
Interaural intensity differences were probably less important
than time differences.

Since intensity differences are an irregular func-

tion of azimuth and frequency,

tion %Nordlund, 1962).

they are not a precise cue for localiza-

In addition, the intensity difference varies with

20

dif-

es PL
the
as reence

-ces
-tant

4",(2)
Ate_
;uned

Sstraight
:,ection

is was

rtant

lar func-

E~liza-(I
ies with

FPICRE

.

APPARENT CH&•E OF POSITION OF sUND SOUTCE (A)
AS 8 WVAICS STRAIaIT TOWARD IT.

21

A

SI

DIFFERENCE

•

-•.

(2)

L
DIFFEREN4CE

I

FIGURE 6., CONSTANCY OF INTERAURAL TIME DIFFERENCE AS S
WALKS STRAIGHT TOW)ARD SOUND SOURCE (.
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distance from thtý sound source,

sO thsg

in the experimental exposure

condition there was no relatively constant intensity difference accompanying the subŽJect's nltij-ai.

B.

Conditions necessary for producing shifts of localization.
Under normal conditions walking straight ahead in the presence

of a sound source

is

accc'mpanied

by a

constant interaural time differ-

ence only when the source is in the median planes of the head and body.
In this case the constant time difference is no difference at all: i.e.,
zero.

In the experimental exposure condition walking straight ahead

was accompanied by a constant time difference not equal to zero.
Held (1955)

concluded that shifts in localization required

both the constant time difference and the subject's walking toward the
solnd source.
shift

In

crene'e,

It

is possible, however, that some or all of the observed

localization may be due to exposure to the constant time dif-

rt,,,,rdi!in •.!f the

subject's sitate of motfln,

In all the reafr-

rangeime.nt and (lisarrangement experiments discussed by Held and Freedman
(1963),

active motion by the subject was shown or justifiably assumed to

be necessary for compensation and degradation to occur.

It

would seem

likely that for auditory rearrarrangement to be effective, the subject's
motion is essential.

This hypothesis can be tested easily.

If

the sub-

Ject were to wear the displacing pseudophone and sit facing the sound
source instead of walking toward it,

he would be exposed to approximately

the same constant time difference as in the active condition.
not shifts in localization occur in this condition,

Whether or

the results will

further define the nature of compensation for auditory rearrangement.

23
C.

Summary and conclusions.
Shifts in auditory localization were demonstrated which

partially compensated for a pseudophonic displacement of the ears.
a 20 degree displacement of the auditory median plane,

With

shifts up to 9.6

degrees were measured after 20 minutes of exposure that consisted of
walking repeatedly toward a fixed sound source.

However,

significant

shifts (averaging 6 degrees) were measured with only two of the four experimental subjects.
The magnitude of the shifts is

about the same as those that

Held (1955) measured after 20 minutes of continuous exposure.

Here the

actual exposure to the sound source was intermittent, totalling 8 of the
20 minutes.

It

is possible that with longer or continuous exposure all

subjects would have shifted,

and that with sufficiently long or periodically

repeated sessions full compensation might have been achieved.
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